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Frameless Glass Doors are an incredible 
addition to a new home or a renovation. 
Creating seamless transitions between the 
inside and the outdoors, both when completely 
open or totally closed.

 Shut the door on bad weather
 Create a usable room all year round
 Never compromise your view
 Increased security

 Increase your property’s value
 Protect furniture and equipment

 Enclose your balcony or alfresco areas

 Totally retractable

This is quality teamed with ingenuity at its 
best, made to the highest standard of quality.
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Installed to open up homes to the garden with 
seamless flow and bring in maximum natural light.

Enclose your balcony, outdoor kitchen, pool house 
and patio with the California stacking sliding glass 

doors.Unlike other systems, our fully retractable 
glass doors simply slide and stack away.

Stax Frameless has revolutionised the standard 
sliding glass door by designing sliding door systems 
for the modern home. A sheer sliding glass wall with 
frameless glass panels so your view is never 
compromised.
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Str ig ys emsa ht S t Seg ed Systemsment Angle Solutions 90°-180°

For the most part, nobody really opens 
their Bi-folds or sliders completely 
unless entertaining. In reality these 
doors usually remain closed for 99% of 
the time, and during this time the 

With the Frameless Glass Doors, this is not the 
case, as the flow between indoor and the 

outdoors is there even when fully closed. Then 
add to the fact that when entertaining you can 

open the area up like no slider or Bi-fold can, 
maximising your open space and do this with a 

flush track, so no ugly steps or tracks to trip over.
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folding doors
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